Animal Behaviour Signs

Take a look at the animals below. Put a red X in the box next to those animals who are asking us to ‘stay away’ or a green tick beside those animals who are friendlier.

Teachers: you can refer to the Animal Discussion sheet for additional tips and hints

Name 2 warning signs displayed by an angry or agitated bull?

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

Hey, there is something missing from this bull’s nose? Can you work out what it is? When you have why not draw it!

Name 2 warning signs displayed by an angry cat and 2 signs that show your cat is happy.

Angry:

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________

Happy:

1. _______________________________

2. _______________________________
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We can tell a lot from a horse by looking at their ears! Circle the right answer!

- Ears forward: angry listening alert resting
- Ears back: listening alert resting angry
- Ears twisting: alert listening angry resting
- Ears to the side: resting listening angry alert

Name 2 warning signs displayed by an angry dog and 2 signs that show your dog is happy.

**Angry:**
1. _______________________________
2. _______________________________

**Happy:**
1. _______________________________
2. _______________________________

Well done!
Now you can have some fun colouring in our animal friends!
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